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Extinction awareness causes uproar
Clemson student organization hosts National Tiger Awareness Week.
Kelsey Morgan
Contributor
This week is National
Tiger Awareness Week hosted
by
Clemson
University's
Tigers for Tigers. Events
are occurring each day with
the main event happening
Friday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. in
Tillman Hall. Tim Harrison,
a law enforcement officer
who works with Outreach
for Animals, will be giving a
presentation on the ownership
of exotic animals.
This week primarily
serves to raise awareness
about the tiger's declining

population
and
any
donations
received
will
go to Tigers for Tigers'
two main philanthropies:
Central
Florida
Animal
Reserve and Tiger Trust
in India.
Junior
wildlife
and
fisheries
biology
major
Emily Church says of the
National Tiger Awareness
Week, "My favorite part
of the week is out festival,
Tigerfest, because it brings in
a lot of people and will help
raise awareness."
The week kicked off
Monday with a wing-eating
contest, and Tuesday night

with the showing of the
documentary The Elephant in
the Living Room. The video
presented the topic of the
private ownership of exotic
animals and offered both the
opinions of those who are
against it and of those who
are in favor of it.
This video was not about
the ownership of animals by
a zoo, as zoos must have an
accreditation stating that they
have the education and the
resources to humanely and
safely house exotic animals.
The video did, however, deal
with the ownership of exotic
animals in people's homes and

Jordan Byrne
Contributor
It's that time of
the
year
again.
With
Thanksgiving
Break
fast
approaching and Winter
Break
soon
to
follow,
students will face one last
hurdle before enjoying some
well earned down time in
December. Starbucks and
Java City sales will soar. Hair
will be lost and tears will be
shed... it's exams.
For those of you who
may be unaware, exam week
at Clemson begins Monday,
Dec. 8. All too often, and for
far too many students, this
means studying for exams
begins somewhere around 2
p.m. on Dec. 7. According to
Dr. Susan Whorton, director
of the Academic Success
Center
(ASC),
student
preparation should begin
now.
"The best strategy for
preparing for final exams is
to develop and implement a
plan for preparing for exams .
.. I would encourage students
to start planning for exams
now, create a study schedule
and stick to it and get plenty
of sleep during exam week.
Avoid cramming!"
Dr. Whorton suggests
that students begin gathering
course materials three weeks
in advance, beginning "minireview" sessions two weeks
prior to exams, and intensive
study sessions about a week
out. If successful, this plan
should provide plenty of
time for preparation as well
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A few exotic animals may be
closer than one might believe.
Based on information given
by the Department of Natural
Resources, there are two
tigers being kept as pets in Six
Mile, S.C., just a few miles
from campus.
Junior
wildlife
and
fisheries biology major and
Clemson Tiger's for Tigers
Vice President Diane Dotson
speaks on the her involvement
with Tigers for Tigers: "I
wanted to get involved in
conservation, and I saw a
flyer saying there are only
3,200 tigers remaining in the
wild, and it really grabbed my

attention. I've always^ loved
animals growing up, and
then I found out about Tim
Harrison and the other side of
animal captivity and realized
that they belong in the wild
and not our backyard."
National
Tiger
Awareness Week continued
yesterday with our mascot
being chased around campus
by a poacher. Today continues
with Tigerfest and the chance
to pie professors in the face
in the Carrillon Garden
from 2 p.m.-5 p.m. Friday
is the main event, hosting
Tim Harrison at 7 p.m. in
Tillman Hall.

Tigra scientifica: Wrapping
up the questions

Stressing
Relaxation
as permit a healthy amount
of sleep the week of exams.
Yet despite adequate
planning
and
time
management, stress levels
can certainly soar to new
peaks. Some students will
cope with large tubs of ice
cream and/or alcohol, while
others will find healthier
outlets like hitting the gym.
"I
can
get
pretty
stressed, but I calm myself
down by taking things one
at a time and trying not to
think about everything I
have to do. Coloring and
listening to
music also
helps,"
Emma Coleman,
sophomore
biosystems
engineering major, said.
But for others, the stress
simply isn't worth it.
"Stressing out about an
exam is a waste of time. It's
better to stay positive and
study effectively as much as
you can before a test. Things
tend to work themselves out
in the end," said Milap Patel,
a senior microbiology major.
Whether or not you
are an individual prone to
stress, the best method for
achieving a stress free exam
week (relatively speaking) is
to be proactive. Start now.
The ASC offers tutoring
for over 100 classes that
runs
through
Dec.
5.
They also offer workshops
and one-on-one meetings
to
develop
personalized
study plans.
Putting in the work
now will certainly make for
a more relaxing winter break
in front of the fire.

backyards. This is probably
a situation that would be
considered rare and only a
minor issue.
This is not the case,
though, as 30 states allow the
ownership of exotic animals in
homes. The largest problems
arise when the animals and
reptiles become too big and
either escape or are taken
and left out in a field by the
owners. These animals then
make their way onto highways
where they chase cats into
towns where they cause panic,
or they breed where they are
and create a population in
the middle of the suburbs.

Mummy remains demonstrate early scientific
experimentation with preservation recipes.
Tori Tanenbaum
Contributor
Though
most
people
focus on what lies beneath
the wrappings, new evidence
from
mummy
linens
demonstrates the wrappings
themselves
contain
fascinating information.
Current research suggests
the
practice
of
using
synthetic
preservatives
may have advanced earlier
in history than previously
speculated.
With
this
finding,
the
Egyptian
tradition
of
deliberately
embalming
the
deceased
has a chronology extending
thousands of years before
the classic Phataonic period,
when King Tutankhamun
was
mummified.
The
abilities of these fabricated
substances
to ward
off
microbes and preserve softtissue exemplify the scientific
experimentation took place
in early Egypt.
Macquarie University's
archaeologists have revisited
mummy remnants from 4,500

B.C. to 3,350 B.C., which
were originally thought to
have been preserved through
the extreme conditions of the
upper Egyptian desert. Upon
examination, the mummy
linen wrappings were noted
to have a shiny, resin-like
appearance, thus indicating
artificial substances were used
during the mummification
process. These textiles were
then chemically analyzed
using gas chromatographymass
specttometry
(GC-MS),
and
thermal
desorption/pyrolysis-gas
chromatography-mass
spectrometry
(TD/Py-GCMS). The GC-MS and
TD/Py-GC-MS
methods
allow fot the breakdown of
materials found in the linen
samples. Once the samples
are separated into their
derivatives, these substances
are identified based on their
mass spectra values, which
are compared to those of
known substances.
After characterizing the
embalming substances, the
archaeologists deduced that

the early Egyptian embalmers
utilized plant oils and animals
fats for their mummy making
recipes. There were also
notable traces of plant gum,
sugar and wax in the samples.
Many
of
these
substances wete present in
an altered format, showing
that
deliberate
chemical
processes were induced for
the purpose of embalming.
One of the most remarkable
discoveries was the specific
identification
of
the
substance
5,6-secosterol,
which is a degradation
product
of
hipposterol,
found
in
Mediterranean
marine sponges.
This finding suggests
that the Egyptians may have
appreciated the regenerative
ability of sponges,
and
incorporated
them
into
burials
to
enable
softtissue
preservation.
To
further support this idea,
phytanic acid was among the
substances identified, which
is also commonly associated
with
marine
organisms.
From this finding, it is

postulated that the Egyptians
may have originally used
some of these substances
for symbolic purposes, and
then became aware of their
preservation abilities.
These mummification
materials have stood the
test of time, indicating
the effectiveness of their
antimicrobial
properties.
The early Egyptians' use
of resin from coniferous
trees, for example, has been
shown to guard against
bacterial degradation. Many
of these early materials,
including coniferous resins,
were consistently used in
preservation recipes nearly
3,000 years later, at the
height of mummy-making in
Egypt.
The cultural practice
of
body
preservation
perpetuated early chemical
and biological experiments,
of which the findings still
hold true today. Thanks
to
ancestral
scientific
inquisition, these mummy
linens have secured a place in
modern times.
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On the homefront
Out-of-state students grapple
with distance from their families.
Evan Senken
News Editor

With Fall Bteak ending
and Thanksgiving break
quickly approaching, most
students have the ability
to go home to recharge
their batteries and see
their families. However,
the journey home is more
difficult for some students
than others. According to
Clemson University's official
admissions
website,
67
percent of undergraduate
students are from South
Carolina, leaving a hefty
33 percent of students
traveling home to other
states, translating into over
5,600 students not from the
Palmetto State.
"Living about two hours
away from home is kind of
nice," junior finance major
and Georgia resident Justin
Young said. "It's just enough
distance not to be right in
my parents' backyard, but
close enough to drive home
when I want. My parents
can come up for a game or
fbr Parents' Weekend every
once in awhile, but it's nice
to have some space between
me and
my parents,"
he continued.

For
some
out-of-state
students, it is not as
convenient. Those who are
not within short driving
distance, including those in
more distant states and other
countries, find visting home
more difficult.
Macy
McNair,
a
sophomore finance major
said, "I'm from New York,
and the overall culture of
Clemson and of the southeast
is so different than it is at
home. It's tough because I
don't get to see my family
as much, and it's just a very
different experience than
anything I've gone through
before. Over Fall Break I got
to go home. I've actually been
home twice this semester
and I got to see my brother
play in his homecoming
football game which was
great. It's hard to see a lot
of my friends go home when
Clemson football has a bye
week and there isn't much to
do on campus; but I wouldn't
change it for anything
because I love it here and
I love the atmosphere of
the University."
The issue of travel
is even more difficult for
international
students.
The Office of Global
Engagement's International

Setvices
works
with
incoming
international
students,
scholars
and
faculty. The program is
utilized to provide valuable
information, services and
advice to help assist the
international community at
Clemson. On their official
website, OGE states, "our
advising
staff currently
supports
approximately
1,700 international students
from over 90 countries, in
addition to approximately
200 exchange visitors and
international
employees
from around the world."
Finding time to work the
details of international travel
amidst a semester filled with
schoolwork, social lives and
extracurricular activities is
almost impossible.
Zhang
Jianxie.
a
civil engineering graduate
student, said, "My home is
in China and I only get to go
home once a year in July. The
distance between Clemson
and home is very far and
returning home is difficult."
Students
living
in
different countries rarely
can visit home during the
semester and can only see
their families over the more
significant breaks, such as
winter and summer.

GnpMc by: Own HnutMi and Anna MaUwd

Many out-of-state students are not within driving distance of the school and have to fly home during breaks.
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Come join us every Thursday at 9:19!
Head to Qemsonfca.org fbr more information
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(864)477-9207
(864)477-9213
LEASING OFFICE

1103-1

TIGER BOULEVARD

CLEMSON,

SC 29631

Nov. 14 & 15 8:00pm
Adult Tickets
$15 • ADVANCE at Outlets
$20 - T Ed Garrison
Bos Office
Kids Tickets
Always $5 (ages 2-12)

Outlets:

v*mfnMmg th e Range • Anderson
Treasure! on First- Seneca
Rabbit Box Feed Store - Central
Riddle Farm Supply • Essie?
Tickets available for advance purchase
nntil Thurdsay, Nor. 13 at noon. Box
office opens at T. Ed Garrison at noon on
Fri, Nov. 14 and Sat, Nov. 18

Sponsored by
W&W Housing Center • Hwy. 123, Seneca
Information Call - 864-646-2717
Easy Bend Rodeo Productions 918-7633

T. Ed Garrison Indoor Arena

Clemson. SC
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Raquel Cobb
Columnist
Affirmative
action
is a much-debated topic
that often distegards the
purpose of the policy and
the fact that discrimination
and privilege exists in our
society. It was implemented
to favor groups who are
prone to discrimination in
education and employment.
Discrimination still exists.
Some people find minority
groups incapable, incompetent
and/or inferior. We see this in
the educational system, the
wage gap, employment search,
judicial system and much
more. Therefore, in order
to create a diverse and fair
environment, and fight against

the stigma many Americans
have
towards
minorities,
affirmative action is needed.
Many people feel that
they have been affected by
discrimination, whether it
is discrimination directed at
minority groups or "reversediscrimination"
through
affirmative action. However,
we are all aware which groups
discrimination affects most.
Not only does discrimination
exist, but privilege also exists.
There is not a fair chance
for the groups that are
disadvantaged. Privilege will
take advantaged groups further
than affirmative action will
ever hold them back.
I have been exposed to
situations in which I feel my
race is underrepresented and

undervalued. I shouldn't have
to express my disappointment
in a Clemson publication
because of the blatant lack
of diversity, but I have. I
shouldn't have to question
my professors being biased in
assessing my work, but I have.
I shouldn't have to walk in
buildings commemorated after
advocates of segregation, but I
do. I shouldn't have to question
my value to the university that
I love, but I do.
There are many court
cases that argue of reversediscrimination in relation
to affirmative action. Some
people also
argue that
affirmative action is no
longer needed. With cases
of states like Michigan,
Texas, California and Florida

banning affirmative action,
the New York Times illustrates
the decreasing enrollment
of minorities at prominent
universities in these respective
states. Clearly, affirmative
action is needed to protect
those who are likely to be
discriminated against in the
higher education admission
process.
Importantly,
the
University of Texas has since
readopted affirmative action.
In a perfect world where
discrimination doesn't exist
and systems are fair for all, I
am all for ending affirmative
action. Unfortunately, that's
not the place we lived in when
affirmative action was first put
in place and it's not the place
we live in now.
There is still a gap

that needs to be closed.
Discrimination may not be the
only reason for this gap, but it's
a contributing factor that needs
to be addressed just like other
factors that influence this gap
for the sake of a more diverse,
representative and progressive
society. Until the mindset and
the structure of society are
changed, affirmative action is
needed to address the disparity
between the majority and the
minority and the privileged
and underprivileged in the
workplace and education
system. Affirmative action
may not be the sole solution
to the inequality problem
in America's workforce and
higher education system, but
currently it is a part of the
solution.
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Highest
Unemployment Rates:

Blacks 11.7%
Hispanic/Latinos 7.3%
Women 6.5%
US Department of Labor

80% of college faculty in the U.S. are
occupied by Whites
National Cantor for Education Statlatlca

Blacks and Latinos at
Clemson University only
make up 8% of the student
body population, compared
to representing more than
30% of the South Carolin;
population.

Whites occupy
95% of Fortune
500 CEO positions,
with 96% of those
being male
Cantor For Amarlcan Progreee
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As the U.S. keeps its gaze
set on Ferguson, Missouri,
another
interesting,
yet
alarming turn of events has
emerged surrounding the
recent death ofMichael Brown.
Local gun-shop owners are
reporting
sales
increases
ranging from 30 to 50 percent.
One owner reports that he sold
100 guns last weekend when a
normal weekend may bring in
30 sales.
I can't help but wonder
if this is caused by the media's
"complete" coverage of the
small, divided town. Anybody
can torn to any news channel
and be assured that within 10
minutes you will see the violent
riots that are constantly going
on, and you certainly can't
forget the continuous raining
of tear gas on protestors. But
the truth is, if you look at the
tiny print in the right hand
corner of any video, you can
see the words, "Aug. 2014" or
"Sept. 2014," a fact that shows

that everything may not be
what it seems in Ferguson.
I also can't help but think
that this constant bombarding
of chaotic film is just an
attempt to keep passion high
and lead the public to believe
that Ferguson is this town full
of rampant disputing 24/7
when, in fact, protests occupy
one street of the town of
which locals report are largely
peaceful.
However, fear is real
when it comes to the inevitable
verdict projected to occur on or
a little after Nov. 15. Owners
are literally sealing off their
storefronts with boarding,
bars or both. The public in
and surrounding Ferguson are
stocking up on firepower as we
all get closer to the decision of
the grand jury.
Keep in mind: the grand
jury that is deciding whether
the case will go into trial in the
state of Missouri is the same
grand jury that has decided
the same for every criminal
case this year. They are in no
way specially chosen for this
one decision. If the state of

to tHe eoitoR:

Dear Editor,

The November issue was
very enjoyable but, I did
want to make a comment on
Saavon Smalls article. There
were several peculiar things
I noticed about this opinion
piece and it prompted me to
do more research into gender
equality issues. This response
will not be addressing the
f bombs but the content of
the message. I would like to
address facts that he states
about women making less
money and what it takes to
get into the men's club.
In both the article and
the video that the article
statements were made that
women today make 22
percent less then men. This
fact is based on the total
averages for the country
(according to Institution for
Women's Research). Anyone
who had actually looked
up just a litde bit more
information would know this
is a misleading fact. When
you look at the comparison
for pay for a job by gender

basis you would see that men
get payed 4-1 percent more
in certain fields (backed by
payscale.com). Yes, there are
pay discrepancy still out there
but, they are not near as bad
as what this 22 percent wants
you to think. There have
been, in recent years, a case
where male workmen at the
University of Wales Trinity
Saint David had been unfairly
payed based on their gender
(BBC news).
Since, according to this
article women want to be in
the prestigious men's club, lets
go over some of the benefits.
Start your journey spend less
on health care by around
$200 a year (Health Care
Cost Institute). Next, for
women to be more like men
they need to start committing
more suicide, men are already
four times more likely to
commit it. Woman should
say goodbye to their five
years longer on average life
expectancy. Just when you
thought it was safe to go back
to work, women need to start
remedying the fact that they

Missouri chooses not to take
the case to trial, do not forget
that the Federal Justice System
has also investigated the
incident and has every right to
take the case before a Federal
Court if Missouri decides not
to.
Most importantly, we
must remember that if the
case is sent to trial that does
not inevitably mean Officer
Wilson is guilty. I have no
opinion on Officer Wilson's
innocence, because there are
just too many differing stories
for me to accurately form one.
But I do recognize that this
entire incident is a tragedy.
Anytime a life is lost, it is
heartbreaking, especially when
said loss was of a minor. But
when it comes to our justice
system, it is important that we
all put our emotions aside and
remember the most important
and triumphed aspect of our
justice system that applies to
every defendant no matter
what race, gender or religion
— we are all innocent until
proven guilty.

only account for 8 percent of
workplace fatalities (19922010
bls.gov workplace
fatalities). Since you want to
be on an even playing field
remember that this would
include no duel standards
for physical fitness, due to its
nature would make certain
fields have a disproportionate
amount of men.
Settling for equality would
just end up in disaster.
Both sides of the isle have
discrepancies in equality.
Just because there are these
discrepancies doesn't mean
we should balance them out
because then everyone gets
dragged down to the same
level. Instead we should be
trying to solves those specific
issues not because they belong
to certain gender, but because
by solving those issues we
create a better society.
Regards,
Guy Higdon
Junior
Civil Engineering
Central, SC

Saavon Smalls
Copy Editor
There
are
many
discrepancies I have about
America's educational system.
I'm not fond of standardized
tests; I often think that school
dress codes are more enforced
than education; and I feel that
religion should not be involved
within schools.
Further, there is an explicit
difference between separation
of church and state and
depriving your son or daughter
of an education because of an
overreaction.
For those of you who
don't know what I'm talking
about, a Massachusetts man
has recently removed his son
from his history class because
of references to Islam in their
curriculum. The man has said
that "No religion should be
taught at school. In their paper
it says Allah is their only God.
That's insulting to me as a
Christian who believes in just
Jesus only."
The school
district's
superintendent
responded
by saying that the teachings
were not included to influence
students to follow Islam, but
to help them better understand
the shaping of specific world
cultures and histories.
As someone who isn't
really religious, even I can

say that this man is being
ridiculous. If anything should
be "insulting" to this man, it
should be that he is directly
giving his child an incomplete
grade as a result, as stated by the
superintendent.
Religion isn't something
that should be thrust upon
students forcefully, but it
should be discussed in some
aspects. Why, you may ask?
Because, like it or not, religion
has shaped our world since its
inception.
From ancient Greek
culture to the Crusades, the
formation of the Ottoman
Empire and even the Pilgrims
coming to America, religion is
one topic that simply can't go
undiscussed. I would happily
agree with this man if the
teacher had specifically told
students to accept the Islamic
faith into their lives or to pray
exclusively to Allah, but that
was simply not the case. It's a
history class, and this one just
so happens to include a brief
pit-stop on the history and
creation of Islam.
So, if there's anything
I've learned from this story it's
that I could've gotten out of
almost any class I wanted to if
I claimed that they infringed on
my First Amendment rights. If
only that would've worked for
calculus ...

Today my lot bed
collapsed on me and it
felt like a Monday.
If you're going to
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the Tiger Grill, get a
buffalo chicken wrap.
Everything else is
terrible.
I'm no Grinch, but
there's' no way it's
time for Christmas

MATT SPADARO

TimeOut Editor
STTJ PENNEBAKER

Assistant TimeOut Editor
HEATHER MONTGOMERY

I am determined to
fight flu season.
Why is it not cooler
yet? It's fall.
Why is Einstein Bros
bagels always out of
everything I want?
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iTigeriRant
Someone in this
auditorium smells like
a public toilet.

TIMEOUT
timeout@thetigernews.com

TimeOut LayoutCditor

Ferguson Locks and Loads Mission Impossible
5: History without
Religious Impact

Lucas Hooks
Columnist

Sports Layout Editor

What do you mean you
don't know how to start
a dish washer... yo
in college.
My childhood is over
now that Zoboomafoo is
dead.
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KNOWING YOUR TIGERS

INTERVIEW BY RACHEL EAGLETON PHOTOGRAPH BY: JOSHUA S. KELLY
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take me on as being a quiet,
innocent type of guy. but once
sou get to know me I am one
of the most talkative, most
annoying people you will meet.
I've developed that [comfort]
around the whole team, and
now everybody loves talking
to me. If you need me to talk
to you, I will, about just about
anything. A lot of the guys
come up to me and discuss any
problems they have; I'm just
that social kind of guy that a
lot or people don't know.
RE: Do sou have any pregame rituals.'
. Not really, I just do
the regular running around,
laughing, talking to everybody,
smiling. Usually, I will just
listen to a lot of upbeat and fun
type of music. Right befo-v
leave the hotel. 1 pray.
Who has had the most
positive impact on you
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WG: My dad and mom helped
me realize who I really am as
a person. Here [at Clemson]
Jeff Davis helped me along the
way during my redshirt year
to keep a positive mindset: it
helped me a lot.
RE: If you could say one thing
to the Clemson Family, what

That we thank them
fot all they do: filling up the
stadium tor us and staying
until the last second is just
pretty big for us. As you see
at other stadiums, you barely
sec anyone up there [in the
stands]. At Wake Forest, all
of their fans left, but our fans
stayed until the last couple
minutes. Ilbe fans] are like a
big familv for me, like a second
one, besides the coaches and
the players. I really appreciate
that and so do the other
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BOBBY DODD STADIUM - ATLANTA, GA
this year's game is in Atlanta,
where orange hasn't knocked off
gold since Nickelback was cool.
Clemson beat GT 55-31
last year.

Phillips Workman
Contributor

WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW:

JOSHUA S. KELLY/staff

Senior Rod Hall will have to step up in the absence of KJ McDaniels.

Basketball is back
Brownell and the men's basketball team look to rebound
after early departure of Flight 32, KJ McDaniels.
Dallas Childers
Contributor

It's that time of year
again. As the final segment
of football season begins, so
does the start of a brand new
basketball season. That start
for Clemson Head Coach,
Brad Brownell, and this
season's more experienced
team of Tigers will come
on Friday. Friday marks the
official tip off of the 201415 men's basketball season,
as Clemson will host Florida
A&M at 7 p.m. in
Litdejohn Coliseum.
Despite losing stand out
forward KJ McDaniels this
season to the Philadelphia
76ers after entering the NBA
draft early, this year's roster
is still worthy of optimism.
Returning players will have
another season of experience
behind their belt, and senior
leadership is a trait that will
have to be harnessed by players
like talented point guard Rod
Hall. Averaging 9.7 points per
game last season, Hall will look
to improve his scoring game

and provide the Tigers with his
veteran leadership throughout
the season. Brownell and the
other coaches will also look to
new talent, coming in the form
of freshmen Donte Grantham
and Gabe DeVoe. Measured at
6'8", Grantham will provide
some height to the lineup
and has already been named
a starter.
After last Friday's final
preseason exhibition against
Anderson College, in which
Clemson won 62-36, Coach
Brownell
expressed
his
excitement for this year's team.
"I really like our team, I hope
that this year we will be able to
shoot the ball a litde bit better
from the perimeter." Brownell
said, "I think that will be very
key for our team success this
season."
Brownell also emphasized
the importance of improving
defensively
this
season.
"Defensively, we need to play
like we did last year, to be sure
to knock balls loose and be
aggressive."
Good defense will be a
major requirement towards
Clemson's success this season,

especially losing a major
scoring threat like McDaniels
on
offense.
McDaniels
averaged 17 points per game
last year, and an impact like
that is far from invisible in
terms of question marks this
years team is facing.
"It makes you really
appreciate a talent like KJ, a
guy you can just get the ball to
and score with." But Brownell
also expressed the depth of
this year's roster and how any
player can step up and score.
"We are trying to figure out
who will be our primary, go
to guy this year. Some games
it could be Rod, other games
it could be Jordan Roper
or Landry Nnoko," said
Brownell. "Having a guy like
KJ makes you appreciate his
talent as a coach, but this year
we will have to have all of our
guys step up."
Tipoff
for
Clemson
basketball
will
be
on
November 15, so we are far
away from talking about
March Madness. Nevertheless,
it will be an interesting season
to see how much Clemson can
"rock the 'John."

THE SKINNY:

Did you ever know a guy
who liked to talk himself up
when the going was good, only
to disappear when things went
south? Georgia Tech is that guy.
Luckily, the Yellow Jacket football
program has underperformed in
recent years, and the Tigers have
defeated GT two years in a row
in Death Valley. Unfortunately,

Bobby Dodd Stadium can
be a tough place to play, but
theit student section has a chance
of being empty and the library
full. Tech runs the boring, hardto-watch triple option offense,
which once gave the Tiger
defense nightmares.
However,
Clemson seems to have solved
the gimmick in recent years. The
Tigers should also have the upper
hand offensively, as quarterback

Deshaun Watson will be making
his return from an injured hand.
After a frustrating few weeks
of operating a much simplified
offense with Cole Stoudt under
center, it will be a nice change
to have the more versatile true
freshman at the helm.

THE PICK:
Tech's season will be ovet by
the time the Tigers roll into Hotlanta,
and a Clemson victory is the nail in
the coffin. Desperation might keep
the Jackets close early, but the Tiger
defense forces a key turnover to
change momentum. Clemson swats
the bees 39-27.
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W. BASKETBALL vs UNCG
12:00PMV/LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

VOLLEYBALL vs LOUISVILLE
7:00PM//JERVEY GYM

M. BASKETBALL vs FLORIDA A&M
7:00PM // UTTLEJOHN COLISEUM

UN DAY
VOLLEYBALL

TH

16

NC STATE

1:00PM//JERVEY GYM

W. BASKETBALL vs TROY
2:00PM//LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

MONDAY
M. BASKETBALL vs WINTHROP,
7:00PM//LITTLEJOHN C0LISE0M
ALL HOME REGULAR SEASON GAMES ARE FREE WITH A
VALID CLEMSON STUDENT ID.

AAA CAROLINAS
FOUNDATION
FOR TRAFFIC SAFETY

FDR A COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF ALL ATHLETIC EVENTS VISIT

CLENS0NT1GERS.COM
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Swift's battle with the streaming giant
Amanda Hoefer
Contributor
Taylor
Swift
has
basically been the center of
the cultural Zeitgeist for the
past month, with her highly
anticipated first documented
official pop album, "1989,"
going platinum within the
first week of sales, plus
the announcement of her
subsequent
world
tour.
However, chatter over her
abrupt decision to yank her
back catalog from streaming
giant Spotify, as well as
refusing to upload "1989"
to the streaming service, has
overtaken the hype for her
new album. The country-

crossover star joins the
ranks of acts like The Black
Keys, Thorn Yorke, AC/DC,
The Beatles, Garth Brooks
and now Jason Aldean, in
her disdain for Spotify's
business model, which is
cited as withholding proper
compensation
from
the
artists, paying them a paltry
amount per stream and
costing them revenue.
Swift maintains that
her particular stance against
Spotify has little to do with
compensation — with an
album that sold 1.2 million
copies in its first week, and
her Red World Tour that
grossed over $150 million
dollars; Taylor Swift isn't

exactly hurting for cash.
In a Wall Street Journal
Op-Ed
from
this
past
July, Swift delineated the
precious nature of music and
art, writing:
"Music is art, and
art is important and rare.
Important, rare things are
valuable. Valuable things
should be paid for. It's
my opinion that music
should not be free, and my
prediction is that individual
artists and their labels will
someday decide what an
album's price point is. I hope
they don't underestimate
themselves or undervalue
their art."
Swift's problem with

Spotify is that she thinks
that the free service offered
by the company allows fans
to cut corners, not paying
the artist and the record label
for the labor, the heart and
soul, the artistic integrity
and merit that went into the
creation of the record. In an
interview with Yahoo! News,
Swift said:
"I'm not willing to
contribute my life's work to
an experiment that I don't
feel fairly compensates the
writers, producers, artists
and creators of this music.
And I just don't agree with
perpetuating the perception
that music has no value and
should be free."

Taylor Swift's concerns
might ring truer if she were
not arguably the biggest
pop act on the planet,
aside from maybe Adele
or Beyonc6. She's released
the only platinum album
this year, and she's gaining
critical acclaim as well as
commercial
success
for
her foray into true pop
music. If anyone's music
has value right now, it's
hers, as evidenced by her
commercial success, social
media presence and throngs
of diverse but dedicated fans.
However, if she's striking a
blow for the little guy — for
the scads of talented, smaller
acts that rely on services

like Spotify, Rdio and
Pandora for exposure, and
thus stand a good chance of
developing a fan base that
continues to listen to them
only via free or low cost
streaming — then bravo.
By removing her catalog
from Spotify, Taylor Swift
effectively makes the point
that producers should be
compensated fairly for their
product, and like any art,
good music can not be easily
made by any average person.
It requires huge reserves of
energy, creativity and talent,
and in Swift's mind, that
shouldn't be freely available
— and especially not at the
detriment of the artist.

institution of learning; not
a single one of us should
make
this
humiliating
mistake. Also, punctuation
still exists! You look so much
smarter on Twitter, Yik Yak
and Facebook if you actually
use proper punctuation.
We're all guilty of leaving
off a period or two, but
commas are becoming a
rare commodity.

your significant other that
you posted on Instagram
today. We get it ... you are
the cutest couple in the
world. But, over-sharing
your relationships on social
media is almost worse than
PDA on Library Bridge.
Everything in moderation.
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Talk dirty to me
In the movie "The
40-Year-Old Virgin," you
may recall the scene where
the guys from SmartTech are
sitting around playing poker
and swapping sex stories. The
main character, Andy, makes
up a story about being with
a girl who was into dirty talk.
He goes on to say that she
would say things like, "me so
horny, me love you long time!"
Andy did not have a lot of
experience with women — his
story was based off of a song
by 2 Live Crew (look it up,
children). However, if you've
never tried dirty talk, then
you probably have an image
in your head that is similar
to Andy's story. So, ladies
and gentlemen, gather 'round
as I tell you about the art of
dirty talk.
If you've never tried to
get nasty with your words,
then the very thought of it
is sure to make you blush.
Just like running, you can't
expect to run a marathon
without gradually running
longer distances in training.
Start out slow. In the heat of
the moment, say something
like, "I want to (blank) your
(blank)," or, "I want you to
(blank) my (blank)." Think of

it as sexual Mad Libs, if you
will. Just don't fill in those
blanks with "toss" and "salad,"
unless you're Nicki Minaj.
It sounds silly now, but if
you're turned on, then the
words will flow more freely.
Just don't force them. You'll
end up feeling awkward, and
you'll want to gather your
belongings and hit the road.
Sometimes it takes a
little warming-up to get in the
mood for sex. Dirty talk is the
perfect solution. You would
be surprised at how much of
a difference it can make when
you use your words, even if
you aren't making physical
contact. This is especially
handy (no pun intended)
when you have private time
with yourself and need a little
inspiration from your partner.
Those of us in long distance
relationships know this well.
Phone sex and raunchy texts
can help you to alleviate
some pent-up tension. It feels
awkward at first, but then
it's fun. Start out by asking
your partner something like,
"What would you do to me
if you were here right now?"
It puts them on the spot, but
helps both of you get creative.
Remember, if you're texting,

then your partner can't see
your reactions. If you laugh
at the ridiculous things that
they say, then they'll never
have to know. You can also
use your imagination and
guess what your recipient
is doing and feeling. The
bottom line is to test the
waters and fake it 'til you
make it. Chances are, when
you get physical with your
partner face-to-face again,
your raunchy words will
come easily.
The most important
thing to keep in mind is
that
you
should
feel
completely
comfortable
with
your
partner
before
partaking
in
dirty talk. Always keep
communication open so
you don't feel like you're
crossing the line. Also, you
don't have to use explicit
or vulgar words to turn on
yourself or your partner. It
should always come down
to the emotional connection
that you have. Think of
your words like a '90s slow
jam—smooth, slow and
soulful. Like a Boys II Men
song, put some passion
into it so the climax is
unbelievably intense.

Stu Pennebaker
Asst. TimeOut Editor
Day to
day life,
especially for a college
student, involves almost
constant social media use.
From posting pictures from
the weekend on Instagram,
to emailing professors, we
are always plugged in and
online. But are we polite?
Bad
social
media
etiquette is unprofessional,
which might not seem
like such a big deal if
your
various
accounts
are set to private and you
rarely contact anyone in
a position of authority.
However, you can't shirk
responsibilities
forever;
plus, having bad manners
on social media is like
picking your nose in front
of 300 of your closest
friends
—
downright
embarrassing. Here are a
few quick tips on avoiding
rude online behavior:

Grammar still exists:
Learn
the
difference
between you're and your.
We pay thousands of
dollars to attend this fine

The Eager Beaver:
Don't be overeager. Do
you really need to post 12
Facebook statuses in one day?
And share every single one
of those Buzzfeed articles?
They're funny, but nothing
is funny enough to share two
gazillion times, especially if
30 of your friends already
have. And if you're tweeting
more words than you say
in a day, you might want
to reevaluate your online
habits. It's cliche, but so
true when it comes to social
media
etiquette:
quality
over quantity.

Online dating:
We're not talking about
match.com — we're talking
about the 12 pictures of

But First:
Maybe rethink that selfie.
We get it ... good hair days
need sharing, but nothing is
more disinteresting than an
excessive amount of pictures
of your face. Why not
throw a sunset or something
in the mix?

Email is the letter writing of
social media, and will usually
entail you communicating
with a professor, potential
employer or some other
person
who
you
are
attempting to impress. These
emails should be formally
addressed (Dear so-and-so)
and should contain proper
grammar, spelling and no
funky colored fonts. End
your email with a formal
closing, such as "Regards"
or "Sincerely."
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Across
1-Arranges;
6- Deep sleep;
10- Animal pouch;
13- Stadium used for
sports or musical events;
14- Are you
out?;
15- This is fun!;
16- Like some vbs.;
17- Light gas;
18- Russian airline,
Hot;
19-Wash;
20- More substantial;
22-Rarefy;
24- Singer Sheena;
28- Cream cake;
31- Foot bones;
32- Fortune-telling cards;
34- Fam. reunion
attendee;
36- Flying stinger;
37es Salaam;
38- Agent of retribution;
41- Greek letters;
42- "Bom Free" lion;
44- The French word
for "no";
45- Mock, annoy;
47- River of Tours;
49- Thawed;

9
w

m

2

4
3
2

11Lingus;
12- Corp. bigwig;
15- Capital of Poland;
20- Liquefied by heat;
21- Consume;
23- Pest control brand;
25- Snares;
26- Actor Davis;
27- Bites;
29- "Goodnight" girl;
30- Himonitor;
32- Claw;
33- Upbeat, in music;
35- Scattered rubbish;
37- Sandwich shop;
39- Pop's partner;
40- Spotted;
43- Playground retort;
Down
46- Tonsil's neighbor,
1- Racetrack boundary, 48- Organ of hearing;
2- Hand woven wall
50- Taoism founder,
hanging;
52- Jackie's predecessor;
3- Audacity;
54- Grocery lane;
4- One bent in reverence; 55- Driving hazard;
5- Droop, sink;
57- Engine parts;
6- Picture theater;
58- Cookbook amts.;
7- Draft classification;
60- Goes astray,
8- Debatable;
61- Slow run;
9- Army leader?;
62- Altdorfs canton;
10- "
loves you,
63- Ball girl;
yeah, yeah, yeah";
65- Elton's John;
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Prepare for a Polar Vortex
coming yout way. You're going
to need to bust out the thermal
underwear and down jackets
for sure.
The temptation to consume pumpkin
► flavored everything is strong. Try to
mix some green in there.

Cold weather this weekend is a
perfect excuse to cuddle with your
new bae. Baby, it's cold outside!

/A\ May 2' ~ June 2'

4£

CANCER
June 22 - July 22

No matter how much you want
to subtweet about your roommate
W to take the trash out — don't!
Take a chill pill and handle it like
an adult.

LEO
July 23-Aug. 23

Finals season is tough, but don't
k completely abandon your hygiene.
~ Keep your eyebrows plucked and
your shirt tucked!

VIRGO
Aug. 24 ■
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Christmas coffee is back at
Einstein's. In other words, its
r officially OK to bust out the
Christmas music If the Cat Buses
can rock out, you can too!

ARIES
March 21 - April 20

|£) TAURUS
April 21 - May 20
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While it may feel like your world is
crumbling around you, it's actually
just your bed. Fear not, what are
hunky hall mates for if not to re-loft
your bunk?
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51- Pants measurement;
53- Virgil hero;
56- Farm vehicle;
59- Egypt's river;
61-Martial art;
64- Sail support;
65- One in second, say;
66- Black-and-white
cookie;
67- Little devils;
68- Crude carrier,
69- Tomcat;
70- "
quam videri"
(North Carolina's
motto);
71-"Awake and Sing!"
playwright;
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AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19
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LIBRA
Sept. 23

Sept. 22

Oct. 23
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SCORPIO

WERE LOOKING FOR
SKETCHY PERSONALITIES...
Do you love InDesign and new friends? Work for us.
email editor.thetigernews@gmail.com for more information

The upcoming freeze is no excuse
. to shirk your workout routine.
' Some quality time in Fike is just
what the doctor ordered.

>

The second week of No Shave
November is the best — just the
perfect amount of scruff! Enjoy it
while it lasts before everyone staffs
to look like cavemen.

Enjoy the last of the fall leaves while
w they're still decorating our campus
— it's going to be a long winter.

The temperature is falling faster
W than your iPhone battery life.
Time for a new charger and an
updated winter wardrobe.

Dec. 22 - Jan.

r

You have more drama in your
life than Kim Kardashian's butt
on Instagram. Lay low over
Thanksgiving break.

Horoscopes by; SKI PENNEBAKER/asst. timeout editor
ANNA BLAKE KEELEY/copy editor

PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
APPLY TO BE A UPIC INTERN
UPIC internships are paid, on-campus professional internships for undergraduates of all majors. These positions
provide students with the opportunity to work on campus an average of 12-15 hours a week, secure an internship
notation on transcripts, and gain valuable experience from knowledgeable faculty and staff mentors. Part-time
positions begin at $ 10/hour.

REGULARLY CHECK CLEMSONJOBLINK TO SEARCH AND APPLY FOR THESE EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES!

career, clem son. edu/clemsonjoblink
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

CLEMSON
Center for CAREER AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

STUDENTS MAY START APPLYING AT THE END OF OCTOBER
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OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING...

UNIVERSITY
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864-639-5728
@UV_CLEMSON
FACEBOOK.COM/UVILLAGECLEMSON
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FOR 2015-2016'

National Tigers for rigors
Multimedia Competition
Last spring, Clemson University's Tigers For Tigers club and Creative Inquiry teamed up to sponsor the
first annual "Save Our Mascot" Writing Competition. We are pleased to announce the upcoming National
Tigers for Tigers Multimedia Competition. This competition will involve schools involved in the Tigers for
Tigers coalition across the country, and will begin this upcoming January. These are just some of the winners
from last year. To see the entire submission, visit our website at www.t4tclemson.org.

James Wilkins,
Honorable Mention

"Writing for the T4T competition was a good
experience because it pushed me to think
about our mascot outside of Clemson.
I
was also surprised at the Earth Day event to
see how active the T4T organization is. It is
encouraging to see Clemson students taking on
big challenges in our community and abroad.
GO TIGERS!!!"

Suhina Saint,

Honorable Mention
"The 'Save Our Mascot' writing contest was an eye-opening experience
because it allowed me to investigate unique ethical dilemmas associated with
Clemson University's beloved mascot. After learning about the ethical issues
associated with the private ownership of tigers (i.e. spontaneous release of
unregistered tigers, cross-breeding), along with the illegal trade of tiger parts on
the Black Market, I achieved a better, well-researched understanding of why it is
important to protect and conserve tigers. I do not think I would have paid much
attention to these issues if the writing contest had not directed my attention to
them, and I valued the wealth of new and vital knowledge that accompanied
the experience. Go tigers!"
Additional winners may be found on our website. Stay on the lookout for the Multimedia Competition
this coming spring in 2015!
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